Introduction
The problem of forced testing on reliability, i.e. the problem of construction of probability models for forced testing is formulated as an interposition of a distribution function ( ) In the particular case of forced testing, we are concerned in finding certain quantitative properties of the distribution ( ) 
The correlation of quantitative properties (moments) and the corresponding distributions 
Linear Theory of Forced Testing

Physical Principle of Reliability
When acceleration function is linear, it is enough to offer a technique of deterministic, forced testing that gives estimation c of coefficient c, as well as lower c − and upper c + boundaries of a sphere, where lies the true value of magnitude c with confidence level γ .
It is more important that on the basis of acceleration function g, mathematical notation of so-called physical principle of reliability [1] gets absolutely new form. This hypothesis belongs to N.M. Sediakin:
, when , when ,
where ( ) 1 xy F Θ Θ signifies the distribution function of time of failure-free operation of a device, when set of these devices are initially tested with nominal load X during certain interval 1 Θ and then tested with forced load Y, when the same probability of failure is reached in lesser interval It is quite interesting to determine the criterions of linearity of acceleration function, because the problem of forced testing is essentially simplified for linear model. These criterions are formulated in the following form [2] .
Let us assume that one of the two sets are tested with load 
Linear Summation of Failures
The physical principle of reliability in the form of (1) is essentially used for proving the above-mentioned theo-rem. Therefore, this theorem is realized only in those conditions, when hypothesis of N.M. Sediakin is correct. We strictly prove [3] that when acceleration function is linear, physical principle of reliability is a sufficient condition for validity of so-called correlation of linear summation of failures which is also known as the rule of Palmgren-Miner: This equation represents the basic correlation for definitive, forced testing with technique of so-called "destruction" [6] . It is proved [7] [8] that random magnitude 
This statement is true at any rule of distribution of random magnitude * t of time of failure-free operation of device.
In the model of stepwise load that is shown in Figure 2 , it is implied that load H is measured in discrete steps after time intervals i t ∆ and gets value i H . Index n is assigned to load, when there is failure. It is easy to see that 
If we use property of additivity of resource of reliability and Equation (2) for the described two examples, then: 
Models of Reliability for Certain Types of Load
We can describe considerable amount of reliability models for stepwise and permanent load, if we use mathematical notations of correlations of linear summation of failures that are based on the property of reliability resource.
For example, the following model is known: 
